MoM PRICE LIST - 2021
Diving is dangerous. Cave and Mine diving is deadly. There is nothing in the MOM worth dying for!
Prevent your death. No entrance in the MOM is allowed without:
+ Solid proof of valid cave/mine diving certification (cave and full cave according
to dive profile) from worldwide recognized training agency (RSTC, NSS-CDS,
NACD, CMAS – others will be verified prior to diving).
+ Solid proof of all the necessary additional diving certifications for the specific
dive from worldwide recognized training agency: Nitrox, CCR, Dry Suit, DPV etc…
+ Solid proof of cave/mine diving experience (logbook)
+ A valid medical certificate from a physician
+ Solid proof of valid cave/mine diving insurance from worldwide recognized
diving insurance company (DAN, Dive Assure, etc...)
+ Proper cave diving equipment checked and approved by MoM staff.
Before diving all participants need to present and sign a dive plan (including
rescue plan), sign liability release, sign discharge of responsibility and must
accept and sign the general rules/code of conduct of the MoM.
All dives are guided dives.

Guided dive
Level -1 & Level -2

Level -3 & Level -4
Mine Trial Dive

Run

1 diver – per diver

2 divers – Per diver 3+ divers – Per Diver

< 60 min

99 € (+20€ fee*)

79 € (+20€ fee*)

59 € (+20€ fee*)

> 60 min

119 € (+20€ fee*)

99 € (+20€ fee*)

79 € (+20€ fee*)

> 60 min

139 € (+20€ fee*)

119 € (+20€ fee*)

99 € (+20€ fee*)

189 € (+20€ fee*)

20€ fee is paid once per day and per person

Valid until December 31st, 2021.
Some discounts may apply:
- for instructors, with 3 students: FREE, with 2 students: -60%, with 1 student: -30%
- for early payment: pack 5 dives: -5%, pack 10 dives: -10%, pack 20 dives: -15%
* The City of Olgiate Molgora supports the MoM. There is a 6€ contribution fee included in the price of every dive.
* Water is precious. Water is a limited resource. It is needed for all living things and must be managed well to ensure we have enough for our needs and to protect our environment. Water is a
precious resource. There is a 6€ preservation fee included in the price of every dive.
* Bats here are a unique feature in Europe. At about 3-400 meters from the entrance of the MoM, you can find hanging specimens of Myotis Capaccini and Myotis Nattereri: the singularity of
the colony is in the fact that these are two species at serious risk of extinction and that they are on the list of the Annex of the IV Directive 92/43 / EEC concerning the conservation of natural
and semi-natural habitats of wild flora and fauna. There is an 8€ protection fee included in the price of every dive for the bats.

Diving in the MoM
MoM cave is an important and strictly protected national and regional treasure. The divers should be extremely cautious during diving,
showing proper techniques and behavior and doing the lowest possible impact to protect the environment, flora and fauna and
preserve its original condition.
Diving is limited to:
- 1 dive group (1 guide + divers) at once in the mine, maximum
- 2 dive groups per day, maximum
- 4 diving days per week, maximum
It is strictly forbidden to take anything out from the cave, and all divers should strive for "contactless” diving.
Smoking is strictly forbidden inside the MoM (including electronic devices) prior to and after the dive.
Failure to comply with these rules will lead to lifetime expulsion.

